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Recovery Devotional Bible
At one time or another, every woman has felt
overlooked, unimportant, and bruised by the world.
But there’s good news. While the opinion of others
may drag us down, the God who created us has an
entirely different opinion of who we are. That’s
because we are His creations, and everything He
created is good! Women today are searching for ways
to make a difference in their daily lives. Whether they
are working women, stay-at-home moms, or women
moving into their retirement years, they all want to be
a somebody who makes a positive impact in the world
around them. The Bible is filled with “anonymous”
women who made a significant impact in God’s story.
Anonymous helps women discover their uniqueness
and significance to Christ by exploring some of the
"anonymous" women of the Bible. Though we do not
know their names, they all were known and loved by
God. Each week of this six-session study begins with
an overview of the anonymous woman’s story,
including background material with relevance to the
cultural lifestyles and surroundings of the day. The
daily lessons explore her story and the ways that all
women can relate to her. Contemporary “anonymous”
stories and quotes from everyday women are
sprinkled throughout, reinforcing the very personal
relevance of this powerful study. Together women will
explore and grow in their relationship with Christ as
they find their significance in the heart of God. The
participant workbook includes 5 lessons for each
week with space for recording reflections and
answers. Other components for the Bible study,
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available separately, include a Leader's Guide, DVD
with six 24-29 minute sessions, and boxed Leader Kit
(an all-inclusive box containing one copy of each of
the Bible study’s components).

NIV, The Woman's Study Bible, FullColor, Ebook
The Woman's Study Bible has special notes and
features appealing to women's interests, highlighting
women throughout Scripture, and capturing the
unique ways Christ cared for women, this Bible truly
speaks to a woman's heart.

The Woman's Study Bible, NIV
The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now, worldclass literary writers introduce the book of the King
James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the
Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and
remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

ESV Men's Devotional Bible
Find help and hope for times when it's hard to wait on
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God Do you ever feel like God is taking too long to
answer your prayers? Have you ever taken matters
into your own hands, only to discover that you’ve
made the situation worse? Waiting on God challenges
our faith when the bills are stacking up, our families
are falling apart, or our dreams feel like they won't
come true. We know that God hears our prayers, but
it’s hard when the clock is ticking yet He hasn’t shown
us the answer. In this four-week Bible study, Barb
Roose invites us to explore the stories of women in
the Bible who had to wait on God— women such as
Hannah, Ruth, Tamar, and the unnamed woman who
suffered for over a decade with a painful medical
condition. If you’ve felt anxious, angry, discouraged or
depressed because God isn’t giving you what you
want, their stories will breathe fresh hope and
practical next steps in your life. As a reforming control
lover, Barb mixes in her personal stories of learning
how to wait for God during long seasons of
unanswered prayers, family difficulties, and
challenging times in ministry. Together we will
discover that there is goodness and blessing to be
found in times of waiting, including a closer
relationship with God than we’ve ever dared to
dream. Other components for the Bible study,
available separately, include a DVD. Bible Study
Features: A shorter four-week study is ideal for inbetween or busy times. Accessible and friendly
format. Each week concludes with a devotional lesson
featuring prayer journaling, helping women create
“memorial stones” during a waiting season. DVD
features dynamic, engaging teaching in four
20-minute segments. Participant Workbook includes
group session guides, discussion questions, prayers,
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video viewer guides, and leader helps.

30 Days with Jesus
In addition to 366 devotions on themes such as grace,
hope, joy, peace, and love, this special Bible also
features devotional and prayer content from the
popular "Praying Through Cancer," to encourage
breast cancer patients, survivors, and their family
members.

Anonymous - Women's Bible Study
Leader Guide
The ESV Women’s Devotional Bible is a valuable
resource for strengthening women in their walk with
God. Applicable for women in any stage of life, the
Women’s Devotional Bible is theologically rich in
content while remaining accessible and practical.
Readers will be encouraged in daily, prayerful Bible
study, and equipped to understand and apply the
Bible to every aspect of life. The Women’s Devotional
Bible features materials designed especially for
women. The book introductions, character sketches of
key figures, all-new daily devotionals, and all-new
articles have been written by both women and men.
These contributors include professors, musicians,
authors, counselors, homemakers, and conference
speakers. With specially prepared features and
thoughtfully written material, the Women’s Devotional
Bible is designed to help women pursue a deeper,
transformational understanding of Scripture.
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ESV Women's Devotional Bible
The CSB (in)courage Devotional Bible is a women’s
devotional bible that serves as an invitation for all
women to find their stories within the tapestry of the
greatest Story ever told—God’s Story of Redemption.
This Bible for women features devotions, which could
work for daily devotionals, written by over one
hundred writers of the (in)courage community. This
devotional bible provides resources for women to
explore the Bible, dive deep into Scripture, record
their own stories, and find themselves among friends.
Readers will experience Scripture in new ways in this
daily Bible in the company of women willing to “go
first” with everyday stories that bear witness to God’s
grace, and to find beauty in brokenness and hope in
the hard, all written as devotionals for women. The
CSB (in)courage Devotional Bible can be compared to
a women’s study Bible or used alongside women’s
Bible study books. (in)courage is a vibrant online
community, reaching thousands of women every day,
welcoming them just the way they are, offering a
space to breathe, loving support, and resources for
meaningful connection. Features include: 312
Devotions by 122 (in)courage community writers 10
distinct thematic Reading Plans 66 Book Introductions
connecting each book of the Bible to the whole
biblical narrative Stories of courage from 50 women of
the Bible Journaling space Topical index Available in
genuine leather, leathertouch, cloth over board, and
hardcover Bible cover Two-column text Theme verses
Specialized presentation page The CSB (in)courage
Devotional Bible features the highly readable, highly
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reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB).
The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's
original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it
easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming
message and to share it with others.

NKJV Daily Devotional Bible for Women,
Purple/Blue LeatherTouch
The Study Bible for Women will equip you to reach
deep into God’s Word. Perhaps the single most
powerful aspect of this Bible are the “threads” of
specialized study thoughtfully woven throughout,
pointing you to God’s larger story and allowing the
Holy Spirit to write His revealed truths on your heart.
In The Study Bible for Women, you’ll join a host of
other women, all academically trained in the original
languages of the Bible and passionate about God’s
Word, for an intimately deep dive into Scripture that
will equip you to unlock the riches and majesty of His
Word, and ignite a passion to mentor others in your
life to do the same. The Study Bible for Women
includes the full text of the Holman Christian Standard
Bible, a clear, contemporary English translation that's
faithful to the original languages of the Bible.
Features include extensive commentary notes, word
studies, answers to hard questions, doctrinal notes,
Biblical womanhood articles, character profiles,
Written on My Heart applications, extensive book
introductions, presentation pages, in-text maps,
charts & timelines, full-color maps section and
concordance.
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CSB (in)courage Devotional Bible, Blue
LeatherTouch
A Guide to Navigate Evangelical Feminism In a society
where gender roles are a hot-button topic, the church
is not immune to the controversy. In fact, the church
has wrestled with varying degrees of evangelical
feminism for decades. As evangelical feminism has
crept into the church, time-trusted resources like
Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood help
remind Christians of what the Bible has to say. In this
new edition of the award-winning best seller, more
than 20 influential men and women such as John
Piper, Wayne Grudem, D. A. Carson, and Elisabeth
Elliot offer thought-provoking essays responding to
the challenge egalitarianism poses to life in the
church and in the home. Covering topics like role
distinctions in the church, how biblical manhood and
womanhood should work out in practice, and women
in the history of the church, this helpful resource will
help readers learn to orient their beliefs with God’s
unchanging word in an ever-changing culture.

Women's Devotional & Study Bible-Gnt
The Recovery Devotional Bible, New International
Version, is a life-building, user-friendly resource to
help you through each day. Connecting Scripture and
the Twelve Steps, this Bible provides day-by-day
encouragement and help for the person in recovery,
whatever the addiction or dependency. Helpful
features include: 365 daily meditations written by
Melody Beattie, J. Keith Miller, Frederick Buechner,
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Dale and Juanita Ryan, A. Philip Parham, Barbara
Stephens, and many others. - 400 Life Connections
relating Bible portions to the life of recovery. - 2000
Step Markers indicating sections of the Bible that
apply to particular steps. - A 'Where to Turn' section
for help when you're hurting. - A topic index to help
you find specific subjects. - The Recovery Devotional
Bible will give you the power and support you need as
you draw closer to God, the source of your recovery.

The David Story: A Translation with
Commentary of 1 and 2 Samuel
Written for today's Christian woman, the NIV Women
of Faith Study Bible is a feature-packed study guide
that includes: over1,700 study notes, character
sketches of over seventy-five women of the Bible,
'Women in Jesus' Family Tree' sections, and
comprehensive study helps that comprise a
concordance, center-column reference system, and
color maps. Encounter the liberating grace of God
with this most read, most trusted NIV translation.

Women's Sanctuary Devotional Bible-NLT
The trusted standard in women's devotional Bibles,
the NIV Women's Devotional Bible helps you apply
God's Word to your everyday life. This Bible includes a
full year of devotions written by women of God—some
of these contributors are names you'll recognize;
others will be new to you. All of these writers offer
inspiration, candid perspectives, and guidance from
the Bible. During the week, there are guided
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reflections to help you apply Scripture to your daily
life. On the weekends, you will have the chance to get
to know the women of the Bible on a more personal
level. After a year is up, you'll find helpful reading
plans in the back that will lead you into the next year.
Features: Complete text of the New International
Version—the most popular modern-English Bible—in
large print for comfortable reading A full year of
weekday and weekend devotions with questions for
reflection, additional Scripture readings, and more
Devotions written by women of God, including
Elisabeth Elliot, Lenya Heitzig, Carol Kent, Ann
Graham Lotz, Kathi Macias, and Thelma Wells
Introductions for each book of the Bible Multiple
reading plans for year-after-year use Author index
with biographical information on each contributor
Subject index to help you locate topics easily
Presentation page Double-column format Ribbon
marker

Niv Women of Faith Study Bible
The Daily Devotional Bible for Women: NKJV Edition is
designed to connect God’s Word with the deepest
needs of your heart. One of the challenges of Bible
reading is knowing where to start. Crafted by a
culturally diverse team of women for women, the
devotionals for women and other resources offer
insights from multiple perspectives spanning various
ages, backgrounds and experience. As a result, these
NKJV Bibles for women provide a systematic plan for
applying God’s wisdom and guidance for all stages of
your life during daily Bible devotionals, daily Bible
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readings and in group settings. Features Included in
this women’s devotional bible: Presentation Section
featuring “Family Tree,” “Family Milestones,“ “The
Ketubah,” and “My Spiritual Mothers” sections
Introduction Articles on “A Pattern of Personal Quiet
Time” and “The Christian Life” Full text of the New
King James Version with preface Two-color interior
with black-letter text A brief introduction to each book
of the Bible that provides context for the readings
within that book 365 devotions One extended
passage for each day together with a focal verse A
devotion based on the extended passage designed to
emphasize some of the key truths and applications of
that passage in daily life Space in the margin to
indicate the date(s) you read that passage and to
note insights this passage has NKJV concordance
Daily Bible reading plan Smyth-sewn binding Fullcolor maps section Additional suggested resources
The Daily Devotional Bible for Women: NKJV Edition
features the beloved New King James Version (NKJV)
translation. The NKJV is modern and easy-tounderstand, a translation that captures the beauty
and majesty of God’s Word in contemporary English
yet retaining the purity and stylistic beauty of the
original King James Version of the Holy Bible. Whether
you’re looking for a modern Christian Bible, a
women’s study Bible or a Bible to assist you during
your daily devotions, NKJV Bibles help you deepen
your relationship with God.

The Gospel According to John
Aspire: The New Women of Color Study Bible gives
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you perspectives and insights that focus God’s Word
directly on your world as an African-American woman.
100 “Inspire” notes provide insight from God’s Word
on issues of life and leadership; 90 prayers tied to
Scripture help guide your personal prayers; 95 “From
God” notes encourage you to see yourself through
God’s eyes; 140 “African Presence” notes reveal the
African influence in Scripture; 50 quotes offer the
wisdom of African-American women; and 75 character
profiles unlock lessons from the lives of "Women of
the Bible". Also included in this Bible are 66 book
introductions and outlines, the “Family Roots” family
tree, reading plans, color maps, cross-references, NIV
concordance, index, and more. This eBook has been
optimized for reading on color screens, but will still
function effectively on other devices. NIV ©2011 The
New International Version (NIV) translation of the
Bible is the world’s most popular modern English Bible
– easy to understand, yet rich with the detail found in
the original languages

The Day Begins With Christ
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and
commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review, Best
Books of 1999 Acclaimed for its masterful new
translation and insightful commentary, The David
Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the great
works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant
translation gives us David, the beautiful, musical hero
who slays Goliath and, through his struggles with
Saul, advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David
is also fully human: an ambitious, calculating man
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who navigates his life's course with a flawed moral
vision. The consequences for him, his family, and his
nation are tragic and bloody. Historical personage and
full-blooded imagining, David is the creation of a
literary artist comparable to the Shakespeare of the
history plays.

The Two-Year Daily Reading & Prayer
Bible
The NIV Mom's Devotional Bible helps moms by
relating the Bible to their everyday lives--whether
new or experienced, and this hardcover edition
provides lasting wisdom. A trusted source of wisdom
to help moms find God's teachings on motherhood,
this Bible provides a year of weekday and weekend
devotions. These daily readings are full of good
advice and encouragement from Elisa Morgan,
President Emerita of Mothers of Preschoolers,
International (MOPS). Her inspiring insights illuminate
and delight in the vital role of motherhood, offering
encouragement in dealing with the stress of
parenthood. It also includes resources for help with
special challenges, and offer insights into a mother's
identity by connecting real encounters with biblical
wisdom. Features: * A year's worth of daily weekday
devotions * 5 devotions from everyday real-life moms
facing real-life struggles * Weekend "Momday"
devotions cycle through four special interest areas:
"Better Moms Make a Better World," "Train Up a
Child," "A Time to Play," and "Get Growing" * Index of
topics important to mothers * Resource list with
timely, practical help for moms * 12 full-color
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"Keepsake Pages" * Double-column format * Promises
and Prayers for Moms

Recovering Biblical Manhood and
Womanhood
The Woman’s Study Bible poignantly reveals the Word
of God to women, inviting them to receive God’s truth
for balance, hope, and transformation. Special
features designed to speak to a woman’s heart
appear throughout the Bible text, revealing Scripturebased insights about how godly womanhood grows
from a woman’s identity as a Christ-follower and a
child of the Kingdom. Now with a beautiful full-color
redesign, The Woman’s Study Bible reflects the
contributions of over 80 women from a wide variety of
ethnic, denominational, educational, and occupational
backgrounds. Since the publication of the first edition
of The Woman’s Study Bible under the editorial
guidance of Dorothy Kelley Patterson and Rhonda
Harrington Kelley, this landmark study Bible has sold
over 1.5 million copies. Features Include: Beautiful fullcolor design throughout Detailed biographical
portraits of over 100 biblical women Thousands of
extensive verse-by-verse study notes Over 300 in-text
topical articles on relevant issues Insightful essays by
women who are recognized experts in the fields of
theology, biblical studies, archaeology, and
philosophy Book introductions and outlines Hundreds
of full-color in-text maps, charts, timelines, and family
trees Quotes from godly women throughout history
Set of full-page maps of the biblical world Topical
index Concordance 10.5-point print size
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NIV, Real-Life Devotional Bible for
Women, eBook
The popular Quest Study Bible now for the first time in
the smaller personal size with new Italian Duo-Tone*
bindings.

NIV, Aspire: The New Women of Color
Study Bible, eBook
We all desire to enter into a special place, a personal
sanctuary to be alone with the one true God. The
Woman’s Sanctuary Devotional Bible is a beautiful
daily devotional Bible for women with devotions by
contributors such as Anne Graham Lotz, Elisabeth
Elliot, Jill Briscoe, Rebecca St. James, and Teresa of
Avila. It includes devotions for weekdays and
weekends covering topics like prayer, worship,
hymns, women in the Bible, and much more. Book
introductions and highlighted verses focus on the
theme of Sanctuary and intimacy with God. Attractive
design elements include two-color interior, ribbon
marker, and gilded edges. Also includes a topical
index.

The Study Bible for Women
The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now, worldclass literary writers introduce the book of the King
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James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the
Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and
remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

Share Jesus Without Fear
This Good News Translation edition includes many
features to enhance womens devotional lives and
Biblical knowledge. Special Features include 1) 52
weeks of daily devotions for women 2) Studies of
some famous women of the Bible 3) Studies on life
issues that women face 4) Introductions to every book
of the Bible 5) Concordance 6) Subject Index 7)
Dictionary of the Bible 8) People and Events of the
Bible Feature 9) Jesus Names and Titles Feature 10)
Following Jesus Feature 11) Bible Reading Plan
12)Maps and charts

Women's Devotional Bible
Effective instructions on how to share the love of
Christ with anyone are offered in this guide. Reissue.
30,000 first printing.

Once-A-Day Bible-NIV-Teens
Imagine a hope-filled tour of the Bible with the most
beloved devotional writer of our time. The Devotional
Bible brings together words of encouragement and
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the gentle wisdom of Max Lucado with the timeless
Word of God. Favorite inspirational writer Max Lucado
has done more than revise and update the bestselling Inspirational Bible. Using the New Century
Version, The Devotional Bible will be a staple for
anyone who wants to draw closer to the heart of
Christ. From the busy mom to the frustrated
employee, The Devotional Bible is the perfect refuge
for anyone that needs truth and encouragement to
hold on to.

NIV, Once-A-Day: Devotional for Women,
eBook
As women, we want to fully live up to our God-given
potential. But we fall victim to the messages the
world whispers in our ears: “You need to buy all of
this stuff in order to feel complete.” “You’d be a lot
happier if you had a different husband.” “If you’re not
super mom and you can’t do it all, you aren’t good
enough.” The reality is, what the world tells us isn’t
true. If we listened to these messages, our lives would
become harried, empty, and phony. Instead we need
to listen to the messages that God gives us in his
Word. A great place to start is Proverbs 31. The
woman described in this passage seems like the ideal
woman, and she is. But even more, she is real. She is
authentic and true, with a heart for God, a heart for
her family, and a heart for her community. How do
you become that woman? It’s a journey, and it
happens by the choices you make every day. The NIV
Real-Life Devotional Bible for Women will help you
become the woman you want to be. With insightful
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daily devotions from Lysa TerKeurst and the women
at Proverbs 31 Ministries, this Bible helps you
maintain life’s balance in spite of today’s hectic pace.
The 365 daily devotions inspire you to live
authentically as a woman of God.

The Recovery Bible
Anonymous - Women's Bible Study
Participant Book
The NIV Once A Day Bible for Women combines
helpful summary information before each reading
with application questions after each reading to
deliver the most satisfying daily reading plan ever. It
includes the full text of the most read, most trusted
NIV translation. The NIV Once A Day Bible Understand and Apply Edition for Women is a musthave Bible for any woman committed to growing in
her relationship with God through the spiritual
discipline of daily Bible reading, reflection and
application.

Catholic Women's Devotional Bible
Daily readings combined with prayer and reflection,
adapted by Dr. Kenneth Boa Double-column, 2-color
design Presentation/family record pages 1,792 pp.

The Devotional Bible
With a year s worth of devotions by women such as
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Ruth Graham, Elisa Morgan, and Elizabeth George,
special Saturday and Sunday devotions, and a wealth
of articles, prayers, and other features, the
Grandmother s Bible gives guidance and
encouragement for today s active grandmother to
instill a legacy of love, acceptance, faith, and
character in her grandchildren."

NIV, The Woman's Study Bible, FullColor, Ebook
The beauty of the African-American tradition is
celebrated in God’s Words of Life for Women of
Color.With enriching reflections from the Aspire: The
New Women of Color Study Bible and uplifting and
encouraging Scriptures, this topically arranged gift
book will be a cherished gift to all who receive it.Each
of the devotionals was written by well-known AfricanAmerican men and women, in cooperation with the
nineteen-million-member Congress of National Black
Churches.

Mom's Devotional Bible
At one time or another, every woman has felt
overlooked, unimportant, and bruised by the world.
But there’s good news. While the opinion of others
may drag us down, the God who created us has an
entirely different opinion of who we are. That’s
because we are His creations, and everything He
created is good! Women today are searching for ways
to make a difference in their daily lives. Whether they
are working women, stay-at-home moms, or women
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moving into their retirement years, they all want to be
a somebody who makes a positive impact in the world
around them. The Bible is filled with “anonymous”
women who made a significant impact in God’s story.
Anonymous helps women discover their uniqueness
and significance to Christ by exploring some of the
"anonymous" women of the Bible. Though we do not
know their names, they all were known and loved by
God. Each week of this six-session study begins with
an overview of the anonymous woman’s story,
including background material with relevance to the
cultural lifestyles and surroundings of the day. The
daily lessons explore her story and the ways that all
women can relate to her. Contemporary “anonymous”
stories and quotes from everyday women are
sprinkled throughout, reinforcing the very personal
relevance of this powerful study. Together women will
explore and grow in their relationship with Christ as
they find their significance in the heart of God. The
Leader Guide contains six session plan outlines,
complete with discussion points and questions,
activities, prayers, and more—plus leader helps for
facilitating a group. Other available components, each
available separately, include a Participant Workbook
with five days of lessons per week, DVD with six
20-25 minute sessions (with closed captioning), and
boxed Leader Kit containing one of each component.

God's Words of Life for Women of Color
The founders of the modern recovery movement,
including Bill Wilson, Bob Smith, and other early AAs,
were deeply influenced by a handful of inspirational
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authors, from whom they received practical guidance,
key insights, and concrete ideas. Their explorations of
inspirational literature and useable spiritual methods
gave rise to the program of spiritual self-help now
practiced around the world as the twelve-step
tradition. Now, some of the core books that both
inspired and were produced by the early twelvesteppers and recovery pioneers – including the first
edition of the 1939 landmark Alcoholic Anonymous –
are collected in this powerful resource, The Recovery
Bible. Here are early writings by the visionaries of
recovery. Their work retains all of its impact and lifechanging power – now at the ready for study,
immediate guidance, and a lifetime of re-exploration
in this one volume. The Recovery Bible includes:
-Alcoholics Anonymous, the original 1939 landmark The Greatest Thing in the World by Henry Drummond
-In Tune with the Infinite by Ralph Waldo Trine -The
Mental Equivalent by Emmet Fox - As a Man Thinketh
by James Allen -The 23rd and 91st Psalms -Religion
that Works by the Rev. Sam Shoemaker -The Varieties
of Religious Experience by William James

I’m Waiting, God - Women's Bible Study
Guide with Leader Helps
Connecting biblical teachings with contemporary life,
Becoming: The Devotional Bible for Women features
writings from some of today's leading women in
Christian discipleship, including Lisa Harper, Lou
Taylor, Lisa Tchividjian, Angela Thomas, Donna
VanLiere, and Joy Williams. Their daily devotionals
point the way to becoming God's woman for today.
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And the easy-to-read text of the New Century Version
uses language that modern readers can understand.
Packed with supplemental material, this volume
includes: In-depth introductions to each book packed
with historical information Stirring biographical
narratives on fascinating women in the Bible 365 daily
devotionals drawing from the most beloved passages
of Scripture Topical devotional studies written for
women by women in today's culture Topical index
listing themes presented in articles throughout the
Bible

Daily Study Bible for Women
Day Begins with Christ, is an inspirational non-fiction
book. It focuses on Christian men and women who
want to walk a better path with Jesus Christ.What
makes my book more unique than the typical
inspirational book is the journey that it takes you on
to become one with Christ. It is a 50 day to day
journey that helps strengthen the Christian faith. This
book builds each person’s character, journey on their
godly path to walk with God, and encourages one to
see what they can work on to make a better man or
woman. It is personal, challenging, and understanding
the Christian walk on a daily basis. Moreover, Day
Begins with Christ educates, elaborates, and explains
the social, psychological, spiritual, and physical
conditions of man/woman's relationships with God.
God has placed a passion in Adrienna to write and to
get His message out to the world.

The CEB Women's Bible
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The Woman’s Study Bible poignantly reveals the Word
of God to women, inviting them to receive God’s truth
for balance, hope, and transformation. Special
features designed to speak to a woman’s heart
appear throughout the Bible text, revealing Scripturebased insights about how godly womanhood grows
from a woman’s identity as a Christ-follower and a
child of the Kingdom. Now with a beautiful full-color
redesign, The Woman’s Study Bible reflects the
contributions of over 80 women from a wide variety of
ethnic, denominational, educational, and occupational
backgrounds. Since the publication of the first edition
of The Woman’s Study Bible under the editorial
guidance of Dorothy Kelley Patterson and Rhonda
Harrington Kelley, this landmark study Bible has sold
over 1.5 million copies. Features Include: Beautiful fullcolor design throughout Detailed biographical
portraits of over 100 biblical women Thousands of
extensive verse-by-verse study notes Over 300 in-text
topical articles on relevant issues Insightful essays by
women who are recognized experts in the fields of
theology, biblical studies, archaeology, and
philosophy Book introductions and outlines Hundreds
of full-color in-text maps, charts, timelines, and family
trees Quotes from godly women throughout history
Set of full-page maps of the biblical world Topical
index Concordance 10.5-point print size

Holy Bible
The NIV Once-A-Day Bible for Teens organizes the
New International Version Bible---the world's most
popular modern-English Bible---into 365 daily
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readings. This softcover edition includes a daily
Scripture reading from both the Old and New
Testaments, plus a portion from either Psalms or
Proverbs, followed by a summary to help teens reflect
and apply the Bible each day.

Women of the Bible Devotional
Designed especially for the Catholic woman. Features
include 260 daily meditations, 52 weekend devotions,
a feature designed to clarify the traditions of the
Catholic Church, and much more.

The Becoming Devotional Bible
Over 360 daily studies for Scripture and verse Daily
study outline Book introductions Topical devotionals
for Hearing God's Voice, God's Design for Marriage,
and Serving Others 1,600 pp.

The Quest Study Bible
The Men's Devotional Bible features 365 devotions,
book introductions, 14 articles, and a dictionary of key
terms to help strengthen men in their walk with Christ
and apply the gospel and the truth of God's Word.

The Gospel According to Matthew
We can learn much from the successes and failures,
lives, loves, and legacy of scriptural women—and
readers will find great insights in The Women of the
Bible Devotional. This brand-new book features 180
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quick, easy-to-read entries on nearly every named
woman of scripture—from Abigail to Zipporah—and
many of the unnamed ladies, such as Job’s wife, the
woman caught in adultery, and the persistent widow
of Jesus’ parable. Biblical women played a powerful
role in God’s plan for humanity, and their stories were
recorded for our benefit today. The Women of the
Bible Devotional can share important, even lifechanging, principles for readers’ quiet time.

The Grandmother's Bible
Written by women and for women, the features in The
CEB Women's Bible help readers relate the cultural
needs and practices expressed in the ancient text to
the cultural and identity needs expressed in today's
world.
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